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Preface :: Preface

A system constructed strictly according to the
practical demand of our customers and users. To
obtain maximum benefit and for a secure and
safe operation please read the manual before
starting up and using the instrument. When used
proper, this system will be offering you excellent
inspection capabilities over a long lifetime.

Having an INVIZ® SNK or INVIZ® Revolver 80 in-
spection camera at hand, you are going to ope-
rate the currently simplest and at the same time
most hard wearing camera technology for pipe
and vessel inspection and documentation. Expect
highest resolution, impressive colours, highest
light sensitivity, easy handling, digital image pro-
cessing and video memory as well as a smart text
generator option.
The INVIZ® SNK pan-tilt-zoom camera is being
desribed in this manual as well as the revolutio-
nary INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head with its two
cameras inside - being operated by excactly the
same handheld controller, main cable system
and video processor. Even plenty accessories will
be the same – and finally of course the working
environment in any power- or chemical plants
plus refineries.

In order to obtain the economic advantages of
your system even in the long run, you ought to
read and follow the following advice, tips and
warnings carefully. The observance of these in-
structions serve the purpose of your own safety
as well as the safety of those in the work field of
the device.

All tips, code of behaviour, suggestions for mea-
sures to be undertaken, advice, warnings and in-
structions are exclusively valid for the operation
of INVIZ® MATRIX and not for devices by other
manufacturers, for which please refer to the ex-
ternal operating instructions and warnings.

For questions, which have not been answered by
this instructions manual, your dealer and/or the
manufacturer are gladly available for advice.
Kindly contact us even if you have suggestions for
the improvement of this manual or the product.
For contact details please consult the last page.

Thanks for choosing a viZaar® product for your
inspection service

Congratulation to your new

INVIZ® MATRIX system! 
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Your INVIZ MATRIX system can be used as

A) Stand alone video conversion and digital do-
cumentation system

B) Platform for many RVI solutions.
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:: INVIZ® SNK pan-tilt-zoom camera
:: INVIZ® Revolver 80 dual view camera with endless rotation
:: INVIZ® Pipe camera

REMOTE VISUAL INSPECTION OF VESSELS, STORAGE TANKS & BIG VOLUMES

:: INVIZ® DE 2.4mm
:: VISIO probe videoendoscope range 3.7mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8.5mm
:: VISIO BOX

REMOTE VISUAL INSPECTION OF SMALL SPACES

:: INVIZ® BIG push camera
:: INVIZ® Pipe camera

REMOTE VISUAL INSPECTION OF MEDIUM VOLUMES

Analogue to digital conversion any format (PAL/NTSC) to digital video in MPEG or AVI, and still images
in JPEG or BMP.

CONVERT AND EDIT EXISTING ANALOGUE INSPECTION DATA SUCH AS VIDEO RECORDS

INVIZ® SNK pan & tilt, INVIZ® Revolver 80 dual view and endless revolving camera, INVIZ® BIG push
camera system, INVIZ® tube inspector will perfectly be controlled by the touch screen and Joystick of
the unit while you get the unbeatable image and software performance known and transfered into the
MATRIX from the industry leading INVIZ® VUMAN® Videoendscope concept.

CONTROL AND UTILIZE ANY INVIZ® INSPECTION CAMERA

Connect all conventional rigid and flexible fiberscopes using a video adapter. Utilize the image analy-
sis, documentation and storage performance of your INVIZ® MATRIX.

COMPLETE THE FULL RANGE OF INSPECTION EQUIPMENT WORKING FROM
AND SAVING INTO ONE MATRIX SYSTEM

Any other standard signal providing camera oder videoscope type product. Convert instant to digital
and benefit of the high resolution digital image and storage capabilities. Store all data loos free at one
space.

CONNECT DIRECTLY ANY OF YOUR OTHER EXISTING VIDEO INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

:: INVIZ® Revolver 80 dual view camera with endless rotation
:: INVIZ® Pipe camera

REMOTE VISUAL INSPECTION OF BIG SIZED TUBES, VESSELS & OTHER VOLUMES

Add graphic, text and audio to your digital inspection data. Sort your images and videos in smart,
individual archives on just one system.

EDIT YOUR DIGITAL INSPECTION DATA

Easy to use, with smart data selection, security and back up functionality. Find plenty of space for your
valuable image and video data on the internal robust solid state drive, back up to or simply save di-
rectly onto any of your external USB device simplifying your workflow, protecting and archiving your
valuable inspection results.

STORE YOUR INSPECTION DATA ON THE ROBUST SSD OR VIA USB SLOT



Warning

Before the initial operation, this instructions
manual must be completely read and under-
stood by the user in order to prevent damage
and danger to life and property through the ope-
ration of the system (the device). The operation
of the device without the understanding of the
instructions manual is not allowed under any
circumstances. The device has been designed
exclusively for industrial applications to be used
exclusively by trained operators. It is absolutely
not suited for any medical or veterinary appli-
cation must never be operated by private users. 
For a generally non-destructive operation of the
device, beside the safety of the personnel and
environment, an extensive knowledge of the de-
vice, the inspection technology, the safety in-
structions as well as the industrial field of
application are absolutely necessary!

The device must never be connected to electric
mains, if you have not understood this instruction
including safety warnings or even if you have not
understood individual sections or if you cannot
or do not wish to use the device in accordance
with the regulations.

viZaar® is not liable under any circumstances for
the consequences of misinterpretation or faulty
inspection results, which were achieved with the
device.

viZaar® shall not be liable under any circum-
stances for the loss of inspection data. 

viZaar® shall not be liable under any circum-
stances if device parts are left behind in the in-
spected plant inadvertently.
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Compulsory instructions

for a safe start-up in ac-

cordance with regulati-

ons. Reading before the

initial operation is com-

pulsory!

WARNING! Not for medical use. Never use close to electrical facilities, or in hazardous or explosive environments. US or EUROPEAN patents may apply to all

INVIZ® products. Microsoft®, Windows® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and / or other countries.

© Copyright viZaar AG. Subject to change. Illustrations may differ from the original. Subject to technical modifications and errors. All rights reserved.

For compulsory attention:

Warning against risk of injury or

loss of life to humans

Warning against significant risk of

damage to device and plant

Warning against fatal electric shock

Warning against life-threatening

explosion risk

Warning against life-threatening

fire risk

Warning
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The device must never be opened by the user at any place other than the lamp shaft. Life-threatening
electric currents are used or generated in the device; in particular, the device must never be used with
the housing open. The device must never be used when there are audibly loose parts inside the device.

The device must never be operated in moist environment (e.g. during precipitation) nor must
the control device or the operating pendant be submerged in water – there is a risk to life due
to electric currents!

Before start-up, the device must be acclimatized according to the ambient temperature.
This is valid in particular for cooled devices, wherein condensate accumulation during warm-up
can lead to destruction and damage due to electric spark over.

Never operate the device under conditions which do not comply with the operating conditions
or storage conditions described in the instructions manual!

The device must be checked annually by the manufacturer or an authorized third party for
compliance with the electrical safety instructions obligatory at the usage site and conformance
with the as-delivered condition of the device. The device must not be connected to the electric
supply mains or otherwise operated after the ascertainment of a defect or any deviation from the
as-delivered condition. This is valid, in particular, if the device has tumbled or fallen down or was
exposed to a liquid.

The device must never be operated in operating environments which are vulnerable to explosion
or fire risk. The device is not equipped with safety devices or acceptance for operation in
environments vulnerable to explosion or fire risk. An impermissible employment in environments
susceptible to explosion or fire leads unavoidably to a device-induced life-threatening explosion
and to a fire in the plant. The operator is obliged to check the plant for substances vulnerable to
explosion or fire before every new start-up of the device.

:: Warning

Never allow the device to be operated without supervision.
For safety reasons, it is necessary to switch-off the machine during pauses.

Never operate the device in radioactively contaminated environment!
Never expose the probe to ionizing radiation of any type!

The device must be transported exclusively in the transport case conceived for it by the
manufacturer. The device and the corresponding accessories must be packed in the transport
case only according to the instructions at hand.

For increasing your own safety against electric shocks with risk of injury or loss of life, the
device must always be connected and operated via a residual current circuit breaker system
or an isolating transformer. This can in any case be a compulsory condition depending upon the
operating environment. For this, consult your responsible safety in-charge or the accident
protection measures in force in your respective country.

The use of too long power extension cords is life-threatening and forbidden (max. 25 m in case of
a supply line made of copper 3 x 1.5 mm2). Hereby, a life-threatening loss of the protective function
of the upstream safety element is possible. At the same time, voltage differences of the earth
potential as compared to the displaced reference point of electric output (bridged by a too long
extension cord) could cause dangerous electric currents on contact with the device housing or
impermissibly high equalizing currents at the probe. In case of uncertainties, consult your on-site
electrical expert.
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Exclusively the viZaar® accessory articles or spare parts described in this instructions manual may be
used in connection with the device. Always consult and follow the national and international
operations and safety regulations, Norms or regulatory authority’s advice.

The device can be connected to the public electric supply mains through a ‘IEC-plug lead’ included
in the delivery or a ‘IEC-plug lead’ which complies with the local socket standards.
The system accepts faultlessly all power supplies known worldwide with alternate currents of
96 VAC to 246 VAC at 46 to 60 Hz. For safe operation, the device needs a reliable potential earth (PE)
connection. In case of doubt, an expert or the manufacturer must be consulted.
The minimum output supplied by the power connection can be derived from the device
specifications contained in the instructions.

:: Warning

When operating the device outside the permissible operating conditions or with destruction caused
by usage which deviates from the instructions, non-compliance with the operating conditions or
through the usage of non-original spare parts or accessories as well as through impermissible
opening of the device, the guarantee obligation or the guarantee commitment by the supplier or
manufacturer lapses, in principle.

All components of the device must never be used in or in the vicinity of apparatus or equipment, which
are partly or fully energized by electric current of any type (e.g. transformers, motors, generators,
switchboards etc.). The metallic housing of the camera conducts electricity and dangerous currents
are transmitted during every contact or even short-circuits can be triggered in the plant.

While connecting to the car’s voltage transformer, the base unit should be connected to
protective earth and the car body, even when a grounding plug is available.

Never connect a triploar plug to a bipolar socket! Avoid any contact between INVIZ® / MATRIX
(and all working equipment) and components carrying electrical charges.

The system must be earthed properly in case of an electrified application in relationship to the
ground. If impossible, connect the system to the application or the ground (depending on which one
the user needs to touch). The user needs to be isolated against the current path of the earthed path.

In case an exchange of the lamp becomes necessary, one must proceed according to the procedure
in the instructions!

Never handle the main cable without working gloves! Considerable risk of getting injured! At the
same time, protective glasses must always be worn while operating the system.

The device must never be operated with damaged main cable. There is a danger that liquids might
penetrate the cable and thereby impair the functioning permanently or might cause a life
threatening electric shock to the operator! Even the use of a slightly damaged main cable can
quickly lead to the total destruction of the device due to the electric conductors laying inside.
The operation of a damaged main cable is impermissible within the area of jurisdiction of the
European Union, since the regulations on emission of electromagnetic radiation can no longer be
adhered to with safety.
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Never bring the device in contact with corrosive substances of any kind (acid or alkali).
Risk of damage and injury while manipulating the main cable and camera head. Never bring the
device in contact with solvent containing liquids! Risk of damage!

Always ensure that the respectively inspected metallic pipeline systems conform exclusively to
a homogenous earthing potential; electrically insulated transition points (e.g. sealings, plastic line
sections) can exhibit different electric earth voltage potentials depending upon the plant, which
could build up very high electric currents with sparking and substance burn-out in case of bridging
through the metallic, electrically conducting probe. Kindly consult your on-site expert in advance.

Never insert the device in plant parts the contents of which are unknown!
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1 Structure and start-up

1.1 Operating from the transport case

Before opening the transport case, check the
container for possible transport damages.

Dimensions: (H) 540 x (W) 290 x (D) 400 mm; PE;
Weight empty: 9,26 kg
Weight incl. control unit (1,3 kg) and power supply
unit (2,2 kg): 10,7 kg.

01www.vizaar.com

1 Carry handle
2 Turn the butterfly lock to open
the transport case

1.1a

1

:: 1.1 Operating from the transport case

2
1.2a



1 Structure and start-up

Memorize the location of each part during removal
to proceed later in reverse sequence.
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1 INVIZ® MATRIX
2 Operating instructions
3 Control unit

1 Main power in
2 Main power switch 
3 Audio in
4 Audio out
5 12V DC out
6 VGA ext. Monitor out
7 Remote control
8 Reset button
9 Connector for INVIZ® products 
10 Video / S-Video In
11 Control unit locked to the base unit
12 USB 2.0 interface

1

2

3

11

12

12

10

2

1

3

:: 1.1 Operating from the transport case

4

6

9

5

7

8

ATTENTION! Connect the inspection camera
before starting the system!
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1.1.1 Specifications
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:: 1.1 Operating from the transport case

Dimensions in mm (W) 320 x (H) 30 x (D) 230

Weight 2,85 lbs / 1,3 kg

Mounting Base Unit: integrated recording  | Portable: shoulder harness or magic-arm

LCD monitor 10,4“ LCD, contrast 600:1, 350 cd, transreflective LED illumination, 262.144 colors, viewing angle all directions +/- 90°

Operation Resistive touch screen incl. five direct access buttons and joystick

Housing Carbon fibre design with all around elastomer bumper; power tube 1,6 meter (8,2 ft)

Features

Saving pictures and movies in low, medium and high resolution. Unlimited video recording. Full version file manager (create, copy, delete, rename files
and folders). Includes all image processing features (flip, mirror, rotate, 8x zoom, text editing, image filtering, contrast enhancement, brightness, full
screen mode and point marker feature). Full version text generator (additional 99 spaces for standard configurations, full color management for text and
background). Customizable color reference charts. Enables free positioning of picture settings. Up to 9 password-protected user accounts with individual
configurations. Multi-lingual user interface. Multi-lingual on-board manual, camera temperature display (SNK / Revolver 80)

LCD control unit

Dimensions in mm / inch (W) 540 / 21.26” x (H) 290 / 11.41” x (D) 400 / 15.74”

Weight 9,26 kg / 20,37 lbs

Environmental Specifications Operation temperature 5°F to +118°F (-15°C to +48°C)  | Storage temperature -13°F to +150°F (-25° to +65°C)  | Relative humidity max. 95%, non condensing

AC input 96 VAC – 256 VAC / 47Hz – 63Hz / max. 100 Watt (max. 220 Watt with optional INVIZ® SNK and INVIZ® Revolver 80 pack)

Housing Impact resistant HDPE/HWU plastic, aluminium profile with plastic edge protection

Video input PAL or NTSC composite and S-Video, auto detecting

Video output Analog VGA PC to monitor connector (Resolution 1024 x 768), worldwide standard

Connectors and outlets USB 2.0, recording remote control, 12VDC / 500mA Aux-Out, optional Composite and S-Video output (PAL and NTSC)

System memory Up to 60 hours of high resolution MPEG4 video-recording or several thousand BMP and JPG high quality images

INVIZ® MATRIX
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1.1.2 Control unit

1

3

5

6

47

9
1 360° remote joystick* /

Pan and tilt control function when used in 
combination with the INVIZ® SNK camera 
head (and INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80
docking bay) /
360° endless left / right / stop control 
function when used in combination of the 
INVIZ® Revolver 80 (and INVIZ® SNK / 
INVIZ® Revolver 80 docking bay)

2 Direct access button pad
A =  1) Toggle between standard / setup.

2) Switch to setup from every menu       
(except setup).

B =  Capture single image
=  Freeze / unfreeze
=  Start / stop video recording

3 Slight control button light control*/***
4 Slight control RF Remote Focus**

(patented all distance Remote Focus)
5 Battery status indication***
6 Touch screen (image presentation

and system control keypad)
7 Key rings for hooks of the shoulder strap
8 Holding fixture for snap lock

(connects to base unit)
9 Connector (cable to base unit connection)

:: 1.1 Operating from the transport case

2

7

8

* Operational with INVIZ® camera systems.
** When combined with INVIZ SNK pan and tilt function, changes to light of the lamps.
*** Function only available when system is operated with battery docking bay.
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1.2 Accessories

Scope of delivery: Items 1-6.
Necessary scope for function 1-6 plus one optio-
nal pack (8/9/10). To work with INVIZ® SNK /
INVIZ® Revolver 80 item 11 is mandatery.

3 4

7 8

5 6
1 + 2

1 INVIZ® MATRIX
2 Control unit
3 Power cord D, UK or US
4 Umbilical cord for control unit
5 Shoulder strap
6 Head set
7 Short guide
8 USB device with full operation instructions

8 Optional docking bay case
9 Optional battery

9.1 Charging unit
9.2 Power cord D, UK or US

10 Optional power pack
11 Optional INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80

pack
12 Optional camera head case
13 Optional INVIZ® SNK pant-tilt-zoom camera
14 Optional INVIZ® Revolver 80 endless

rotation camera
15 Centring ring small
16 Accessory soft pack

16.1 INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80
main cable

16.2 Centering trolly (small + large)
17 Pushing aid (only INVIZ® Revolver 80)
18 Push poles (only INVIZ® SNK)
19 Push pole adapter
20 Tripod (only INVIZ® SNK)

Connection and operation of the control units
software and functions is represented in the fol-
lowing chapters.

Some accessories are not included in delivery
and must be purchased additionally. Therefore,
please contact your local sales representative.

:: 1.2 Accessories

8

12

16

17 18 19 20

9

10

11

13

16.1

14

9.1 9.2

16.2

15



1 Structure and start-up

1.3 Quick reference, initial setup

and operation

This part will allow you a quick first setup. Your
INVIZ® MATRIX offers many valuable and useful
options. For safety and to have full benefit of your
system please ensure to read and explore the
detailed descriptions and the complete manual
in chapter 2 to 6.

1.3.1 Hardware setup

Power the system by connecting the power cord
and/or attaching the charged battery pack. Turn
the main switch ON. The system will boot up.

1 Insert power, optional battery pack or INVIZ®

SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80 pack

3 Dock the power supply unit / optional battery pack

4 Fix the pack by mounting the pins back into 
its position.

1.3.2 The control unit

3 Release control unit (lift latch)

The control unit with the integrated touch screen
can be operated in three different ways. 

4 Connect umbilical cord control unit to base unit

Possible ways to use the control unit

5a  On the system
(Pull up the control unit until the mounting
locks in the fixture. 

5b  Using the shoulder strap
(Take the harness and connect the hooks to the 
key rings provided on the key rings (see page 04).

For setup 5b please refer to chapter „1.1.2 Con-
trol unit“.
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3

4

5a

5b

:: 1.3 Quick reference, initial setup and operation

2

4

1

3

ATTENTION! Mind the connectors while
docking the battery pack!

1

25a

5a

1

2

5a
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1.3.3 User setup menu

There are three different start up screens de-
pending on wether using the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ®

Revolver 80 power pack or standard / battery
pack.

A) Starting with the INVIZ® MATRIX
The first screen setting will ask you to choose a
user setting. For a fast and first start choose
default user.

Additionally up to nine codes secured individual
user configurations can be choosen. (See page 09)

Enter by touching the forward arrow on the
screen

A first camera image will show up on the screen.

By setting the white light control slide bar on the
control unit to maximum the light control is in au-
tomatic (only INVIZ® products) (see page 04).  
The red slide bar offers the patented Remote
Focus (see page 04). Sliding up or down will bring
your image into perfect focus.

B) Starting with the INVIZ® SNK /
INVIZ® Revolver 80 pack

The first screen setting will ask you to choose a
user setting. For a fast and first start choose
default user.

Additionally up to nine codes secured individual
user configurations can be choosen. (See page 09)

Enter by touching the forward arrow on the
screen

A first camera image will show up on the screen.

For further information on the additional featu-
res and functions when used with the INVIZ® SNK
/ INVIZ® Revolver 80 operation menue, please
refer to „3.2.3 INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80
operation menue“ on page 30.
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:: 1.3 Quick reference, initial setup and operation
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Shutting down the system

Please follow further advice to ensure a safe
shutdown of the system:

1. Touch the OFF symbol on your touch screen 
(the OFF symbol finds itself on the left bottom 
of every menue).

2. After pushing OFF, a menue occurs on the 
touch screen. Now select if you want to turn 
off your system of return to operation.

If you want to turn off your system through the
setup menue, go to „System Backup and Shut-
down“ and push „System Power Off“.

After pushing „System Power Off“, please wait for
the shutdown screen to occur and turn off your
system with the main switch.

For turning off the system in any another
menue, follow further instructions.

1. Touch the OFF symbol on your touch screen 
(the OFF symbol finds itself on the left bottom 
of every menue).

2. After pushing OFF, a menue occurs on the 
touch screen. Now select if you want to turn 
off your system of return to operation.

For further shutdown instructions and backup in-
stallation after system breakdowns please refer
to „2.9 System backup and shutdown“ on page
27.
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ATTENTION! Always shut down the system
as shown in the operating instructions.
Non-observance of the instruction may
cause system failures and/or data loss!
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2.1 Introduction

Take a moment to prepare and get most out of
your system. Before using the system you should
configure it to your individual demand. Choose
your language, set the date and time, pick the file
format and size your images should be taken on
as well as your maximum video sequences duration.
When connecting the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revol-
ver 80 pack, the operation menue will be enhan-
ced by the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80
operation menue (see chapter 3.2).

2.2 Setup

User configuration (system start up):

After starting the system the user configuration
window will turn up.
To proceed two options are available:

2.2.1 Default user

Touch the default user button on the touch
screen and then touch the arrow up key.
The camera image will turn on ready to start.

2.2.2 Hot key mode

Alternartively, press the A button on your control
unit until the camera image will turn on ready to
start.

2.2.3 Nine individual key secured

user configurations

Secured by a key code, up to nine individual users
can be set up. Several users or different depart-
ments can securely benefit and use the system
with data and system integrity secured by a code.

1. Hit one of the nine user buttons.

2. Enter a four digit code using the number pad 
of the touch screen.

3. Confirm the chosen code

4. Continue to start working or continue to the 
main system configuration.

5. Your specific user is logged in until logout or 
system shut down.

6. You will be asked to enter the code.
7. After entering the correct code the system 
will start up in the preferred last configuration.

8. The individual files with documentation, 
images and text will become available.

The users are factory configured with passwords
regarding to the user (user 1: 1111, ...)

2.2.4 Basic settings

Basic settings enable you to set date, time and
your favourite language. If your logged in as
default user the settings will save automatically.
To leave the settings menu push
If your logged in as user 1-9, you have to hit the
save button appearing under your user symbol.
After saving your settings you can continue your
operation.
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User configuration

Default user

User 1-9

Main menu

Enter a PIN via number block

ATTENTION! Using default user configurations
don’t need to be saved by the user! Saving
starts automatically by leaving the current
settings menu.

ATTENTION! Always save your configuration
by hitting          . Pressing          will bring you
back to your image mode

ATTENTION! Using user 1-9 all configurations
need to be saved by the user.
Therefore, hit the           button above your
user symbol.

ATTENTION! The system will be factory con-
figured to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) +1.

-

Main menu

Date & time

Language

English

German

French

Polish

...

Enter date & time via number pad

:: 2.2 Setup
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2.2.5 Camera & record settings

Video input & Video format

Your system features different Video Norms PAL
/ NTSC and different Video Formats Composite
(cmp) or Y/C (S-Video).

INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80 settings

Select to show the pan / tilt data in the operation
menue. Furthermore, choose to use dynamic text
color adjust for pan / tilt or select a text shadow
for the pan / tilt data.

Image format and quality

Saving images in WYSIWIG (what you see is what
you get). Different formats allow easy and fast
image handling but also absolute loos free data
capturing. Handling many images in a document
or sending quickly an image via e-mail or mobile
phone to consult an expert or colleague requires
a clever image management in standards com-
patible with the industry. Your INVIZ® MATRIX will
provide you all. Fast and small file size, compati-
bility and loss free data security.
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:: 2.2 Setup

Image format & quality

bmp

jpg low med high

:: Select BMP / JPG (Windows compatible)
and hit the button. Save before proceeding
to operation.

A)  BMP is a digital image format handling the
image data without any compressing algorithm.
Thus saving an image in this format offers infor-
mation that has not been compressed. This might
be very useful when very detailed images or
small effects are captured and / or data integrity
is a concern. The potential disadvantage of this
format might be the size of those uncompressed
images. Your INVIZ® MATRIX is equipped with fast
processing power and huge memory offering
space for thousands of bmp images. However
transferring time and handling on external data
systems should be thought of when using this
data format to greater extend.

B) JPG format chooses the compression and thus
files size by hitting either low, medium or high. The
higher the compression, the smaller the file size.

Movie format and quality

Saving movies in MPEG4. The three different con-
figurations will allow you optimizing your data
size and quality.

A) AVI: Deinterlaced, optimized for playback
with a PC.

B) MPG: Interlaced, optimized for playback with
a TV set.

Recording time

To improve working efficiency and avoid surpri-
ses of a full data medium please limit the time
laps of your video recording. Turn the recording
time to on and set a time in sec., min., hour. Sy-
stem info will deliver system start up and soft-
ware information to your system.

2.2.6 Connecting an external device

for documentation

All MATRIX image processing, text and storing
features are available.

:: Convert and digitize your old image recordings
:: Connect video cameras, older or parallel used

video probes or boroscope adapters to have 
full advantage and a unique documentation 
standard.

ATTENTION! Compressing images will deterio-
rate image detail!

ATTENTION! Compressing movies will dete-
riorate image detail!

Movie format & quality

avi

mpg low med high

low med high

Recording time

OFF

ON time - time +
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No signal detected

2.2.7 Hardware & software info

This menu contains the state of your hardware
and software including your operation hours.

2.2.8 Set a new PIN

To set a new PIN (not for the default user):

1. Start with 1-9 user configurations.
2. Enter the current PIN.
3. Press          .
4. Enter the current PIN.
5. Enter the new PIN.
6. Press          .
7. Confirm the new PIN.

2.2.9 Selecting a reference chart

Select a reference chart by touching the desired
image on the touch screen. Your selected reference
chart can now be displayed in the text generation
menu. (See “2.4 Text generation menu”, page 17).
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Set PIN (not for default user)

Enter current PIN via number block

Enter new PIN via number block

Confirm new PIN via number block

:: 2.2 Setup

ATTENTION! Standard PIN are factory confi-
gurated: User 1, passwort 1111, ...
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2.3 Operation menu
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1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8

9

11

10

12

13

14

15

1 Color + / -
2 Brightness + / -
3 Flip
4 Mirror
5 Rotate clockwise
6 Rotate counterclockwise
7 Zoom IN
8 Zoom OUT
9 Point marker (only in combination with 10)
10 Freeze
11 Record
12 File manager
13 Text generator
14 RESET
15 SETUP

1 Color +

1 Color -

15 SETUP

2 Brightness +

2 Brightness -

3 Flip

13 Text generator

4 Mirror

7 Zoom IN

8 Zoom OUT

5 Rotate clockwise

6 Rotate counterclockwise

14 Short push =
Image manipulation set to standard

14 Long push =
Image attributes set to standard

10 Freeze image ON / OFF

10 Freeze recording ON / OFF

11 Push: Start recording

Main menu window

14 RESET

11 Push again: Stop recording

Available with all videosources IN

With INVIZ® probes only

9 Point marker

12 File manager

10 Push: Pause recording

10 Push again: Continue recording

10 Freeze
11 Record

11 Push: Save image

11 Record
10 Freeze

:: 2.3 Operation menu
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2.3.1 Full screen mode

By touching the picture you will get into the full
screen mode.

Touching the picture again brings you back into
the standard operation menu.

2.3.2 Point marker

By touching the freeze button you can activate the

point marker. A new button will turn up on your

screen (see picture 2.3.2a). You can place it in any

position on the image by touching the position on

the touch screen (see picture 2.3.2b).

2.3.3 Saving an image via

direct access / touchscreen

A) Use the B fast access button.
The image will be saved immediately

B) Hit the      freeze button.
Next hit the         record button.

C) Use the freeze button and push the REC
button to save an image.

An image will be saved in the format chosen in
your setup menu (BMP or JPEG).
If you like to change the image format please
refer to page 10.

2.3.4 Saving digital video via

direct access / touchscreen

A) Use the         record button on your fast
access key pad.

B) Hit the record button

on your touch screen. A MPEG4 recording 
will start.
To stop recording hit the button again.

To save a snapshot while recording a digital
video, please push B on your fast access key pad.
The recent path of your file will be shown on the
left side under the picture.

The film will be saved to the selected folder. How
to select or create files and folders please see
“2.5.2 Selecting a folder to save images and vi-
deos”, page 19.

2.3.5 Image settings

To achieve best inspection results, bright images
in good contrast and true colours the MATRIX of-
fers you a very comprehensive set of Image pro-
cessing capabilities. This part of the manual
description is structured in the way your work-
flow could be organized. Different probe settings
or external video equipment as well as the much
different application scenery will require you to
consider and change the imaging parameters.
Doing so will provide you with detailed images
and best results for your inspection.
Even your old borescope adapter will deliver im-
proved imaging results and many additional ca-
pabilities derived via the MATRIX image
processing and documentation system.

2.3.6 Color reference

A reference true colour bar is available and can
be turned on          and set into the image to allow
and document correct colour setting. This refe-
rence can be turned on or off (see page 17 “2.4
Text generation menu”).

It can be moved by clicking and moving with
your finger to set it close to a failure or away if
covering a relevant part of the image          .
See also “2.4.3 Buttons” on page 17.
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ATTENTION! The full screen mode can not
be activated when the picture is zoomed in.

IMPORTANT! All changes as set and seen on
the screen will be captured and saved as
seen on your image or video.

2.3.1a

2.3.1b

2.3.2a

2.3.2b

:: 2.3 Operation menu
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2.3.7 Buttons

Color
UP / DOWN set the colour of the image to give you best

colour recognition or match the colour reference.

RESET
Short push: Image manipulation set to standard (flip, zoom, etc.)

Long push: Image attributes set to standard (brightness, color)

SETUP
ENTER.

Get you to the standard setup menu functions see page 09.

Text generator
ENTER.

Takes you to the text generation menu see page 15.

File manager
CHOOSE.

Takes you to the folder and file menu see page 18.

Freeze
Image / recording.

One time will freeze, a second touch will unfreeze the image.

Record
Image / video.

Hit with the image not in freeze starts the digital recording in MPEG4 format.

Hit when image is frozen captures the displayed image in BMP or JPG format.

Rotate clockwise /

counterclockwise

Pushing and torsion move the probe and thus the camera to the point of interest. For that often
the image of the object under concern will be not presented in the correct upright position. Try-
ing to do this manually is often impossible or causing potential damage as heavy force on the in-
strument is needed. Orientation, interpretation and communication to a third party will be
difficult. Using those functions will solve the issue and keep clarity on the presentation.

Flip 180° / Mirror 180°
When inspecting sometimes the use of mirrors or side view adapters might be needed orientation,

interpretation and communication to a third party will be difficult with an image presentation flip-

ped and mirrored. Using those functions will solve the issue and keep clarity on the presentation

Zoom IN / OUT

A step less variable digital zoom enhances the detail presentation in any area of the image. Ac-
tivate the zoom in function and move the area of interest into the center of the image. The touch
screen allows you sliding the image in any direction desired again giving best orientation and in-
terpretation capabilities. 

Audio commentary
Adding audio commentary to the picture.

One time will start recording for 30 seconds. Second time will stop recording.

:: 2.3 Operation menu

Point marker
By touching the freeze button you can activate the point marker and place it in any position

on the image by touching the position on the touch screen.
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2.4 Text generation menu
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Textgenerator

Load / save text ON / OFF

Save

Load

Arrow left / right / choose text

Choose text number via
number block

Activate free text ON / OFF

Arrows / move cursor
within the text

Insert / delete ON / OFF

Front / background color /
change color

Delete actual textrow

Status lines 1-4 activation
ON / OFF

Arrows / move cursor
within the text

Front / background color /
change color

Delete actual textrow

Move-mode activate

Choose color testbar, date, time, temperature*

Touch on screen > position

Change color of chosen object

Testchart ON / OFF

Move to standard

Date ON / OFF

Time ON / OFF

Delete free text (not status row)

Touch the image >
position of cursor

Shift > Capital letters ON / OFF

Alt > special characters 1
ON / OFF

Shift + Alt > special characters 2
ON / OFF

Return last text entryInsert / delete ON / OFF

1 2 3 4

7

8

14

13

12

5

9

10 11

1 Move
2 Save-Load
3 Color bar
4 Back
5 Date
6 Time
7 RESET
8 Free text
9 Status rows 1-4
10 Text color
11 Background color
12 Clear screen
13 Delete
14 Switch to Cyrillic
14 SNK camera temperature

6 15

* only available for INVIZ® SNK inspection camera head.
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2.4.1 Keypad layers

For better orientation the characters are set in
alphabetical order. By touching Alt, Shift, Alt +
Shift three different keypad layers will occur (see
keypad pictures 1 to 4). Touching onto the screen
will position the cursor. Enter the desired text
with the displayed keyboard.

2.4.2 Save-Load feature

The save / load feature enables you to define up
to 99 user settings with different text block or re-
ference information.
(Not included are position of date and time)

Save

Use the number pad or the arrows to choose the
text reference slot.

Press

to set as current setting.

Load

Use the number pad or the arrows to choose the
text reference slot.

Press

to set as current setting.
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1 Standard
2 Shift
3 Alt
4 Alt + Shift

1

2

3

4

ATTENTION! Current text is always saved
as text reference number 00.
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2.4.3 Buttons
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Move Activate move, then activate the object you like to move (color bar, date, time).

Save-Load
Save and load your files. By pushing the

save-load button a menu will appear. Choose if you want to save or load a file (see page 16).

Color bar Activate reference color bar.

Back Return to the main menu.

Date Show / hide overlay date.

Time Show / hide overlay time.

RESET Reset to previous text entry.

Free text Activate free text entry.

Status rows 1-4 Jump into one of the four status rows.

Clear screen Will delete the current line.

Delete Will delete the last character.

Temperature
Show / hide the temperature of the camera head.

(only available for INVIZ® SNK and INVIZ® Revolver 80)

Text color /

Background color

To satisfy and regulatory reguirenments and ensure good text recognition against any possible

image background the color of text and a background can be selected.

Free text entry allows text at areas of the screen in ordet not to cover relevant image details.

Transparent setting of Text color and background color will ensure that  even when text is covering

image, image details will still be visible.

Brightness
UP / DOWN set the brightness of the image to give you best

brightness for failure detecture in darker areas.
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2.5 File manager

2.5.1 Create directories

and subdirectories

Starting from the main operating menu:

From the main menu hit the file manager button
to enter the file and storage area.
If previously stored, a collection of thumbnail
images will appear stored directly in your root
file. Else the thumbnail slide presenter on the
bottom of your screen will appear empty. You can
choose to save your data directly in the root di-
rectory. However when taking multiple images
and film we recommend to organize and plan be-
fore starting your work. It will ease and speed up
your job if you create a meaningful file and sto-
rage system that will reflect your individual or-
ganisation and structure. The offered structure
is very similar to the known explorer tree file for-
mat.
Starting from a root directory, you organize and
name subdirectories. You can choose to name
your folders as well as your images or film i.e.  by
user name or application number, or location,
order number etc.

This will help you to save and restore your data
in an organized way. The MATRIX file image slider
and content thumbnail presentation will give you
an immediate visualisation of the content of each
file. So finding and selecting the right images or
film will thus be very easy for you.

At the right hand side a column with five active
buttons will occur.

To enter a file hit this Button. The button will be
shown red.

In the centre of the screen opens a selection
menu offering five options.

Select the add folder button

Hit the add folder button and enter your file name
when requested using the keypad that will turn
up for you.

Next push

Now you either can create the next file that will
occur in the same tree level or exit back to the
previous screen now showing your created folder
by hitting the

if you want to return to the main screen hit arrow
up

Next

You must confirm by hitting the enter button
which will occur as soon as the folder is selected.

The directory of the chosen folder will always be
shown underneath your active image window.
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Example

ATTENTION! To enter into the created fol-
der and create another subfolder or to save
data into the desired folder you must select
it by clicking onto the folder symbol on your
screen with your finger. Once selected the
folder will be shown opened.

ATTENTION! If you leave this operation without
confirming the chosen folder, data will be
saved to the root or the last chosen directory!

root

user/

location

item

New

user/

images

heat exchanger

weld inspection

New
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2.5.2 Selecting a folder to save 

images and videos

Before starting to work select and open up the
folder that you want your data to be stored to.
(If you have not created a folder and file system
see 2.5.1 of this chapter).

To enter into the created folder and create anot-
her subfolder or to save data into the desired fol-
der you must select it by clicking onto the folder
symbol on your screen with your finger.
Once selected the folder will be shown opened.

Next

You must confirm your choice by hitting the enter
button which will occur as soon as the folder is
selected. Doing so will lead you into this specific
folder.

If you like to store your data in this folder you re-
turn to the operating menu by hitting the back
arrow

If you like to create and name an new
subfolder to save your data hit

and continue as described in 2.5.1.

2.5.3 Renaming files

Starting from the main menu select file menu
button

If not saved to the root folder, choose the folder
that your data is stored in by hitting

Next: Select your file.

Once selected the folder will be shown opened.
Next

To rename you choose whether you like to display
videos or images in thumbnail format by hitting
either

or

A thumbnail selection of the content will turn up.

By touching the thumbnail the content will be se-
lected. You can click and select one or many
which will be indicated by a blinking frame.  Next hit

In the middle of the screen a selection window

will offer you to

A) Return back to previous screen

B) Delete selection

C) Copy selection

D) Name a file

If you hit D), the text screen will open up and allow
you to enter a fifteen character long name or code.

If you select two or more files with similar names
(inVizPic_405, inVizPic_406) the text screen will
enable you to rename the files with different en-
dings marked with * (inVizPic_*).

To rename / copy / delete all files placed in the
folder don’t select any file and press

to select your option.
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ATTENTION! If you leave this operation wit-
hout confirming the chosen folder, data will
be saved to the root or the last chosen di-
rectory!

NOTE! The content of the file will be shown
by the slide bar on the lower end of your
screen. Right direction of the slide show
video left still images.
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2.5.4 Renaming folders

Enter the folder / file menu.
Chose the folder to be renamed by touching it on
the screen.
The folder will show be displayed.

Next hit

A selection menu will open up offering

A) Will delete the chosen folder

B) Will copy the chosen folder

C) Will rename the chosen folder

D) Create a new folder not active thus 
greyed out

By selecting C) a rename window will open up.

3.5.5 Copy files

Choose whether you like to select the images or
the video by touching

or

A thumbnail selection of the content will turn up.
By touching the thumbnail the content will be se-
lected. You can click and select one or many
which will be indicated by a blinking frame.

Next

In the middle of the screen a selection window

will offer you

A) Return back to previous screen

B) Delete selection

C) Copy selection

D) Name a file

Select C) to copy your selection. If you like to
copy to another folder select the directory        

If you choose

you have to select a folder by touching on the
screen. The chosen folder will change color.

Confirm copying by touching

on the right side of the screen.
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ATTENTION! Copying on a USB device only
starts when a USB device is connected to
the base unit. If selected a percentage indi-
cator shows the progress. If no USB device
is connected the symbol is greyed out.
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2.5.6 Copy complete folder

If you want to copy a folder select it by touching
on the screen. The chosen folder will turn blue.

Next select the target directory folder and con-
firm by touching

2.5.7 Deleting single or multiple data

Select your file.

Next

A selection menu will open up

Select

and confirm deleting.

To delete a folder please select the desired folder.
Once selected the folder will be shown opened.

Next

Pick the images / videos to be deleted by touching
the thumbnail.
Next hit the delete button

A warning will occur.
would bring you back.

Confirm the operation will delete the data.

Deleting a complete file / folder

Select your folder

Hit

Next

A warning will occur.

Confirm your order by hitting

2.5.8 Toggling from directory to

subdirectory and back

Select your file.
Select the file that you would like to copy the data
to by touching it on the screen.
Once selected the folder will be shown opened.
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ATTENTION! Copying on a USB device only
starts when a USB device is connected to the
base unit. If selected a percentage indicator
shows the progress. If no USB device is con-
nected the symbol is greyed out.

NOTE! If the chosen folder already contains
a folder with the same name it won’t start
copying.

NOTE! The content of the folder will be shown
by the slide bar on the lower end of your
screen. Right direction of the slide show
video left still images.

ATTENTION! DATA WILL BE LOST AND CAN
NOT BE RECOVERED!

ATTENTION! THIS OPERATION WILL DELETE
ALL FILM AND IMAGES CONTAINED IN THIS
FOLDER!
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Next

The close folder button will close the folder and
bring you back up one step of the directory.

To get back to the main menu press

2.5.9 MATRIX media player

Viewing single pictures

Select your file.

Next hit

To get back to the thumbnail selection press

Viewing multiple pictures

Select your files.

After selecting your files press

The MATRIX media player will open the selected
files.

Press

or

to toggle between your desired selection.

To get back to the thumbnail selection press

Viewing single videos

Select your file.

Next press

The MATRIX media player will play your selec-
tion.

To get back to the thumbnail selection press
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NOTE! Remember to confirm with the enter
button to open up the file!
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Viewing multiple pictures

Select your files.

The MATRIX media player will open the selected
videos.

Press

or

to toggle between your desired selection.
To get back to the thumbnail selection press
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2.6 Selecting the data storage type

The INVIZ® MATRIX enbales you to choose your
data storage type, thus giving you the opportunity
to optimize your work flows and further data ma-
nagement, data processing and increase valuable
inspection time.
Select to record your images and digital videos
onto the integrated SSD, an external USB device
or SSD to USB with the system mirroring the SSD

files to your USB device.

2.6.1 Selecting internal storage device

Selecting SSD your system will only store the re-
corded files onto the integrated hard disk drive.
Select SSD only in your camera & record settings
(see picture 2.6a).

2.6.2 Selecting SSD to USB

Selecting SSD to USB your system will store the
recorded files onto the integrated hard disk drive
and mirror the data onto the connected USB device.
Use empty USB devides for your inspections.

1 Connect an USB device to your system

2 Select SSD to USB in your camera & record
settings (see picture 2.6c).

3 Confirm the initialisation of the USB device.

4 Start your inspection.

5 After recording, the SSD mirrors your
recorded files onto the USB device. Before 
removing the USB device press

2.6.3 Selecting USB

Selecting USB your system will store the recor-
ded files onto the external USB device. Use empty
USB devices for your inspections.
For further advice proceed like shown in chapter
2.6.2. Selecting “USB only” the preview shows the
files on the USB device.
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2.6a

2.6c

1

2

2.6d

3

2.6e

4

ATTENTION! After selecting SSD to USB you
can enter the camera and record settings
quickly in every menu by pushing the USB
icon on the right bottom of the screen and
change your record settings!

ATTENTION! viZaar® recommends an USB
device with min. writing speed of 17 MB/s.
Slow USB devices record with less frames
per second!

ATTENTION! Do not remove the USB device
while recording! The record stops and won’t
be deleted! Immediately reconnect the USB
device and the record will be saved.

ATTENTION! After selecting USB you can
enter the camera and record settings quickly
in every menu by pushing the USB icon on
the right bottom of the screen and change
your record settings!

ATTENTION! Do not remove the USB device
while mirroring!

ATTENTION! Do not remove the USB device
without pressing “Finish USB”!

ATTENTION! Working with an USB device do-
esn’t support creating directories and sub-
directories! The files are classified by user,
image and video files!

2.6b

2.6f
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2.7 Operating instructions / E-Reader

In case, you need help with your INVIZ® MATRIX
system, go to setup and press

To open your manual for the INVIZ® VUMAN® RA-
Y / RA system by pressing

To slide through the operating instructions touch
the page (1) and slide up or down

To get back to the menue press

Save your operating instructions on a USB

device

To save your operating instructions on a USB de-
vice, plug a USB devicde to the base unit. If con-
nected correctly, the USB symbol will appear.

Press

To confirm the process and remove the USB de-
vice, please press

The button starts to light yellow. When the but-
ton dissapears after a few seconds, the process
was successful. In case the buttons stays active,
please repeat the process.
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1

2
3

4 5 6 6

1 Page
2 Current page of
3 Back to SETUP
4 Previous page
5 ZOOM in
6 ZOOM out
7 Next page

2.7a

NOTE! When the symbol lights green the co-
pying was successful. When the symbol lights
red three times, please repeat the process.

ATTENTION! Do not remove the USB device
after the process without completing the next
step shown in this operating instructions!
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2.8 Recording audio commentary

By taking snapshots you have the possibility to
record additional audio commentary.
When hitting

in the operation menu, a speaker symbol will ap-
pear in the menu (see picture 2.8a).

By pressing this button you can add audio com-
mentary to the picture. Audio recording will finish
by hitting 

or

To add the audio commentary to the picture press

By switching into full screen mode, the recording
will continue and not be interrupted. After finishing
the audio recording, you can check the commen-
tary before saving picture with included commen-
tary. The process of recording audio commentary
can be repeated before the final saving.

:: Audio length: Max. 30 sec.
:: Format: MP3
:: Bitrate: 22 Khz, 16 Bit Stereo

Pictures with audio commentary are marked with
a blinking speaker symbol on the top left side in
the thumbnail (see picture 2.8b). Continue as
showed in chapter “2.5.9 MATRIX media player”
on page 22 to open the picture and play the audio
recording.
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2.8a

2.8b
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2.9 System backup and shutdown

Before turning off your system, you need to follow
further advices for a safe system shut down.

2.9.1 Shutting down the system

Entering the menue, you have 2 choices:

1. Enter the backup menue and restore the system
2. Shutdown the system

To turn off the system, press

after pressing OFF, the shutdown screen oc-
curs. You can now shut down the system by tur-
ning off the main switch.

For turning off the system in any another
menue, follow further instructions.

1. Touch the OFF symbol on your touch screen 
(the OFF symbol finds itself on the left bottom 
of every menue).

2. After pushing OFF, a menue occurs on the 
touch screen. Now select if you want to turn 
off your system of return to operation.

2.9.2 Software backup / Restore

Press

to create a software backup, load a software
backup or to scan and restore your system.

2.9.3 Creating a backup

To create a backup, push the window „Create
backup of system files“. You then need to confirm
the process twice if this is the first backup.

The system will reboot after successful backup.

2.9.4 Load a backup

To load a backup, click on the current backup you
created.

You then need to confirm the process.

ATTENTION! Always shut down the system
as shown in the operating instructions.
Non-observance of the instruction may
cause system failures and/or data loss!

ATTENTION! The factory configuration con-
sists of one backup before delivery. If your
system software is 2.57 or lower, please
create your backup after installing update
2.58 or higher.

ATTENTION! All user settings since the last
backup will be deleted.
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2.9.5 Auto scan and repair

If your system is working slow you can perform a
auto scan and repair of your system. This process
will scan the internal hard disk and automatically
restore defect data.

2.9.6 Restore factory setting system files

This process can be used if no user backup is
created or the user backup is still working with
failures.

ATTENTION! „Auto scan and repair“ will de-
lete all defected files if the scanning pro-
cess detects any defects on the hard disk
drive. The process will also delete defected
images or videos. All user settings will be
restored to the configurations of your first
backup (or factory configurations if no indi-
vidual backup is available)!

ATTENTION! We recommend to create a
user backup if no backup is available. After
installing an update via usb device, please
create a new backup to avoid restorage to
factory configurations.
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3.1 Optional battery operation

Your INVIZ® MATRIX can be operated indepen-
dent from any main power supply utilising the op-
tional battery docking pack. This will give you a
maximum on mobility and flexibility during your
in field inspection work. Using the system on bat-
tery could save potential waiting time that would
normally occur with other devices. For the pur-
pose of this system the offered NiMh battery pack
offers the best performance and safety configu-
ration available on the market.
Compared to similar Lithium Ion packages it of-
fers a high capacity in the cold and high security
against self ignition and fire. The operating time
on battery will vary by which probe is used, the
age, charging condition and usage of the battery
as well as the environmental temperatures.
A realistic average expectation will be 1,5h - 2h
(depending on device / application). Additional
spare batteries are available to extend the ope-
rating range if needed.

To get most out of your system and a long lasting
lifetime please ensure proper use and maintenance.

3.1.1 Docking the battery pack

To dock the battery pack to your base unit
proceed like displayed in pictures 1-3.
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3.1.2 Battery indicator

Bar 1, 2 and 3 are flashing blue. Bar 4 is flashing
red. When the battery is getting discharged, bar 1
glows dark blue before turning off.
When bar 3 turns dark blue, bar 4 starts blinking
red and the software shows a low battery warning
(approx. 12 minutes before battery turns off). In
case only bar 4 is blinking, you have approx. 30
sec. until the automatic software shutdown.

3.1.3 Charging the battery / spare battery

Battery connected to the charger, charger
connected to mains (Charging time: 4-5 h).

3.1.4 Life time expectation

This is a high quality product. However any bat-
tery does have a life time limitation and the ca-
pacity of the battery will go down with increasing
life time. The life time and capacity is depending
on the way the battery is charged and discharged
and under which conditions the battery is used.
Typically best performance is at usual ambient
temperature conditions. Before first usage and
for the first five times please ensure that the bat-
tery is fully charged and fully discharged before
recharging. This way you will get the maximum
capacity of your battery pack.
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3.1.5 Maintenance

If not in use for a longer period of time discon-
nect the battery from the INVIZ® MATRIX and
store it at a dry place. Even when fully charged
before stored the battery will loose power over
time. Thus ensure charging before going into the
field and usage.

3.1.6 Disposal of the battery

After lifetime please return the battery to the ma-
nufacturer. We will be happy to ensure correct
and proper recycling and disposal.

WARNING!
::  Use only the batteries provided by the
manufacturer. 

::  Always charge the battery only with the
delivered battery charger. Never use any
universal charging adapter.

::  Never leave the battery in direct sunshine.
::  Never allow heating up the battery pack
beyond the specified operating temperature.

::  Never emerge the battery into liquid or 
leave it in the rain.

::  Never open up the battery pack. 
::  Never use this battery for any other
purpose than powering this INVIZ®MATRIX.

::  Never dispose the battery with
your normal waist.

ATTENTION! Mind the connectors while
docking the battery pack!
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3.2 Optional INVIZ® SNK /

INVIZ® Revolver 80 interface

3.2.1 Introduction

When your INVIZ® MATRIX is powered by the
INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80 pack, additional
features and functionality will automatically be
available. You will recognize and activate those
within the menue / section following.

3.2.2 INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80

operation menue

Connecting the camera heads will will enable two
different operation menues.
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18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

6

8 13 14

15 169 10

11 12 17

1 Run & Scan left / right / up / down
2 White Balance
3 Light switch*
4 Laser ON / OFF**
5 Save-Load
6 System shutdown
7 Focus + / - / auto
8 Brightness + / - / auto
9 Flip
10 Mirror
11 Rotate clockwise
12 Rotate counter-clockwise
13 Shutter + / - / auto
14 Color + / - / auto
15 Zoom IN
16 Zoom OUT
17 Digital zoom
18 Enter
19 Point marker
20 Audio commentary
21 Freeze
22 Record
23 File manager
24 Text generator
25 Setup
26 Camera switch

side view camera / front view camera***
27 Auto leveling***

The INVIZ® SNK operation menue

The INVIZ® Revolver 80 operation menue

* only INVIZ® SNK
** only when used with laser INVIZ® SNK
camera head

*** only INVIZ® Revolver 80

26

27
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3.2.3 Buttons
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Zoom IN / OUT

A variable optical zoom enhances the detail presentation in any area of the image.
Activate the zoom in function and move the area of interest into the center of the image.
The touch screen allows you sliding the image in any direction desired again giving best
orientation and interpretation capabilities. 

Color
UP / DOWN set the colour of the image to give you best

colour recognition or match the colour reference.

RESET
Short push: Image manipulation set to standard (flip, zoom, etc.)

Long push: Image attributes set to standard (brightness, color)

SETUP
ENTER.

Get you to the standard setup menu functions see page 09.

Text generator
ENTER.

Takes you to the text generation menu see page 15.

File manager
CHOOSE.

Takes you to the folder and file menu see page 18.

Freeze
Image / recording.

One time will freeze, a second touch will unfreeze the image.

Record
Image / video.
Hit with the image not in freeze starts the digital recording in MPEG4 format.
Hit when image is frozen captures the displayed image in BMP or JPG format.

Rotate clockwise /

counterclockwise

Pushing and torsion move the probe and thus the camera to the point of interest. For that often
the image of the object under concern will be not presented in the correct upright position.
Trying to do this manually is often impossible or causing potential damage as heavy force on
the instrument is needed. Orientation, interpretation and communication to a third party will be
difficult. Using those functions will solve the issue and keep clarity on the presentation.

Flip 180° / Mirror 180°

When inspecting sometimes the use of mirrors or side view adapters might be needed
orientation, interpretation and communication to a third party will be difficult with an image
presentation flipped and mirrored. Using those functions will solve the issue and keep clarity
on the presentation

Digital Zoom
To zoom in closer, use digital zoom for your area of interest.

Zoom out with the „zoom out“ button.

Audio commentary
Adding audio commentary to the picture.

One time will start recording for 30 seconds. Second time will stop recording.

Point marker
By touching the freeze button you can activate the point marker and place it in any position

on the image by touching the position on the touch screen.

Save-Load
Save and load your files. By pushing the save-load button a menu will appear.

Choose if you want to save or load a file.

White Balance
Set white balance (available only with INVIZ® probes attached). Before entering the probe point
the camera to a white object such as a white sheet of paper. Hit the white balance button and
confirm the process. Your system will set and compensate for best white balance.
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Brightness
UP / DOWN set the brightness of the image to give you best

brightness for failure detecture in darker areas.

AUTO set the brightness of the image.

Focus
NEAR moves the point of focus step by step to near objects.

FAR moves the point of focus step by step to far objects.

AUTO function is set on auto focus.

Laser

(only INVIZ® SNK)

ON/OFF Push „laser“ and confirm with „Run & Scan Enter“, to avoid accidential activation.
Push „laser“ again to turn off the laser function.
+/- adjust the laser output.
ATTENTION! Don’t operate the laser function without wearing laser protection googles for
visible red laser class 3R! Don’t look directly into the laser!

Shutter

LONG Brighter image in case of low illumination. Recommending fixed camera. Recommending
auto brightness function and manual focus.
SHORT In case of fast movement or bright image.
AUTO function is set on auto focus.

Run & Scan

INVIZ® SNK:
UP / DOWN Moving up / down (tilt)
LEFT: Moving in left direction (pan).
Short push: Camera runs into the left pan end stop with max. speed.
Long push: Memory the pushing time and pause the camera movement every 5° for the same
time. Time setting will be deleted when the camera has finally being stopped. Min. time: 10 sec.
RIGHT: Moving in right direction (pan).
INVIZ® Revolver 80:
UP / DOWN No function.
LEFT: Moving in left direction (pan).
One push starts endless rotation with contant speed. Press any other direction to stop the rotation.
Longer pushing fastens up the rotation speed.
RIGHT: Moving in right direction (pan).

Enter

Short push: Camera runs with max. speed into saved home position. Movement can be interrup-
ted by tipping the joystick.
Long push: Pushing the button for min. 5 sec. to save a new home position.
Confirmation for laser function request.

Light switch
Turn ON/OFF the LED front light ring.
Turn ON/OFF the main lights.
Switch between LED light ring and main lights.

Camera switch

(only INVIZ® Revolver 80)

Switch from straight view camera to side view camera. Pushing the button again brings you back

to the previous setting.

ON / OFF
Turn ON/OFF the system. For further information about the system shut down, please refer to

chapter „2.9 Backup system and shutdown“ on page 27.

Auto self leveling

(only INVIZ® Revolver 80)

Joystick operation is disabled. This function is keeping the camera head in upright condition (in

horizontal position). The function will stop when the camera head is moved 80° or more (vertical

position). Side view camera setting: 90°.
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3.2.4 Connecting the INVIZ® SNK /

INVIZ® Revolver 80

To connect the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80
camera head, please follow further instructions:

1 Connect the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver 80 
pack to the docking bay

3 Dock the pack

5 Fix the pack by mounting the pins back into 
its position.

After inserting the optional pack, connect the ca-
mera head with the INVIZ® SNK / INVIZ® Revolver
80 pack using the main cable from the accessory
soft pack:

3.2.5 Accessories INVIZ® SNK

Push poles

To connect the push poles to the INVIZ® SNK ca-
mera head, please follow further instructions:

1 Connect the main cable to the INVIZ® SNK
camera head

2 Then connect the push pole adapter to the 
INVIZ® SNK camera head

3 Finally, connect the push pole to the push 
pole adapter

The camera will usually be used being fixed on a
pole or in a ‘hanging-mode’ using the cable with
the viZaar® strain relief.

When connecting or disconnecting the cable,
make sure no water can enter / reach to the con-
nector pins – else product will be damaged. Cable
can be  plugged / unplugged during operation.
Tighten connector manually like you would close
a beverage-bottle to be sure no water can enter
the pin area.

CO2 pressure kit

The INVIZ® SNK camera head may be pressuri-
zed with clean and dry CO2 gas. We recommend
to use only the offered original kit.
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ATTENTION! Mind the connectors while
docking the battery pack!

ATTENTION! viZaar®will not provide warranty
product service to any  broken main cable
being properly operated without strain relief!

ATTENTION! Never use more than 3 poles
each 2 meter long in horizontal position
(with aluminium camera housing), poles
may break. Never use more than 15 poles in
vertical operation position up to down and
not more than five down to up direction.

1

1

2

2

3
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There are two reasons why to pressurize the ca-
mera head in combination with underwater ap-
plications.

1 Before immersing the camera into a deep 
water application test it inside a bucket of 
water – small bubbles when moving all axes 
will indicate inproper watertightness and
indicate a product service. Alternatively a leak 
is indicated if 1 bar pressure gets lost within
1 hr of waiting outside any water.

2 Building up counter-pressure for cameras 
which have to stay for a long time under 
water will reduce the risc of leaks.

Tripod

Please use the manhole tripod like shown in the
following picture.

The tripod must be fixed to the manhole while
using c-clamps or the original manhole bolts.

Dual line laser

Any operator can identify the INVIZ® SNK camera
head with dual line laser easily by the red camera
head front.

Only operate the option laser when every indivi-
dual in the range within 5 meters does carry laser
protection goggles. Lock the area to prevent non-
involved persons from injury.

The laser lines are calibrated to 10mm distance
within a working distance from 0,3 meter to 7
meter and are reference auxiliary lines. The uni-
que technology always allows the laser lines to
be in the middle of the image, independent of the
distance or zoom-factor.

The lines are in direct / frontal view. A perfect tool
to understand the size of a 2-D target / found pro-
blem zone.
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ATTENTION! Never allow a higher gas pres-
sure than 1 bar / 1,5 psi being filled into the
camera housing. When the pressure will get
to high, the sidewall of the INVIZ® SNK ca-
mera head will collapse in an explosive way.
Besides the danger of injury, the camera will
be totally destroyed.

WARNING! Always release the pressure be-
fore opening the camera!

WARNING! Never forget to put back the cap
over the valve after filling the housing with
CO2 – and be sure everything screwed tight
and correctly incl. o-ring. If not done pro-
perly, the valve will open when outside pres-
sure equals inside pressure; the camera
then will be inflated with water.

Fix pole

Fix sphere

ATTENTION! Always ensure all screws are
tight and equipment is not damaged. Drop-
ped or lost camera head inside a vessel may
cause tremdendous damage and cost.

ATTENTION! Max. operation temperature
with activated laser: 45°C!

ATTENTION! Never use more than 3 poles
each 2 meter long in horizontal position
(with aluminium camera housing), poles
may break. Never use more than 15 poles in
vertical operation position up to down and
not more than five down to up direction.

Products with this option
carry hazardous laser
technolgy inside!

Laser class 3R

0,3 m

7 m
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3.2.6 Accessories INVIZ® Revolver 80

Centering ring

To mount the centering ring to the INVIZ® Revol-
ver 80 camera head, please follow further in-
structions:

1 Disconnect the main cable to the INVIZ®

Revolver 80 camera head

2 Then push the centering ring up to the 
INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head

3 To fix the centering ring, tighten up the 
screws on the centering ring

The camera will usually be used being connected
to a centering fixture and a pushing device.

When connecting or disconnecting the mainca-
ble, make sure no water can enter / reach to the
connector pins – else product will be damaged.
Cable can be  plugged / unplugged during opera-
tion.  Tighten connector manually like you would
close a beverage-bottle to be sure no water can
enter the pin area.

The INVIZ® Revolver 80 is especially designed to
view inner wall surfaces of tubes,  pipes or like-
wise cavities. For this reason the autofocus zoom
sideview camera is equipped with high resolution
technolgy The front camera is only constructed
for navigation and orientation purpose and equip-
ped with less options and resolution. The INVIZ®

Revolver 80 is not designed for inspecting tube
isometries with several bends.

Pushing aid

The choice of pole diameter is depending on the
tube diameter, isometry (number and quality of
bends), insertion length and direction (vertical vs
horizontal).
Recommended pole diameter for the INVIZ® Re-
volver 80: 9 mm / 11 mm / 15 mm.

If operated with the simple centering only, the
pushing aid must be connected to the camera di-
rectly. For further instruction to connect the pus-
hing aid to the INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head
refer to following picture:

1 Connect the pushing aid to the INVIZ®

Revolver 80 camera head.

2 To disconnect the pushing aid again, push A
and pull out the pushing aid. Unscrew to open 
B in special cases.

Centering trolly

The centering trollies are implicitely to use the
INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head in a proper way
and get best possible side viewing results. For
this reason, the basic set already contains a sim-
ple centering ring, which protects the camera
from destructing friction inside the application.
Using centering devices like the enhanced vi-
Zaar® centering trolly will beware you from time-
consuming zoom adjustment. Next to this, the
centering trollies will keep the force low  to push
the camera combination a long way into the ap-
plication. To avoid getting stuck always choose
and adjust the centering tool 60-90% of the inner
tube diameter. Millitary barrels might be treated
differently.

:: Never adjust the centering tool diameter 
being almost 100% equal to the inner diameter.

:: Be careful when pushing the centering tool 
over holes (t-pieces) and obstacles – always 
consider trouble for the way back.
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ATTENTION! viZaar®will not provide warranty
product service to any  broken main cable
being properly operated without strain relief!

ATTENTION! Do not rotate the INVIZ®Revolver
80 by hand, or the drive might be damaged!

ATTENTION! The INVIZ® Revolver 80 is not
specified for waterdepth more than 1,5 meter,
else water will enter the unit and cause da-
mage inside!

ATTENTION! There are several precautions ne-
cessary to use glass fibre epoxy pole material
without causing injury to involved persons oder
damage to any material. All precautions rela-
ted to the usage of this equipment is listed after
the foreword inside this manual.

A

B

A
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To insert the INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head
into the centering trolly, follow further instructi-
ons:

1 Open all 4 screws of the centering trolly with 
a hex wrench 2.5 mm.

2 Insert the INVIZ® Revolver 80 camera head.

3 Close the centering trolly and tighten the 
screws. In case the loss of screws inside the 
apllication can cause tremdendous trouble, 
screws might be applied under usage of
„Loctite“ temporary thread sealing.

4 Adjust arms of centering device on the loose 
condyles according to the required diameter 
and tighten screws again. In case the loss of 
screws inside the application can cause
tremdendous trouble, screws might be 
applied under usage of „Loctite“ temporary 
thread sealing.

Always keep centering tools and especially the
wheels clean. Make sure wheels rotate easily else
replace them as soon as possible before perfor-
ming the next inspection. Stuck wheels will com-
plicate the inspection and imply the risc the wheels
may break inside the application in a long term.
Only stock dry and clean centering trollies.

1 To open the centering trolly, open all 4 screws
with a hex wrench 4 mm.

2 Pay attention to the position of the cenetering 
trolly arm while mounting it. Mounting the 
arms in the wrong position will block the 
other screws.

Use this possibility of connecting pushing aids to
the centering trollies always when available. This
allows to work more easy and relief the camera.

3.2.7 Lamp exchange

To change the lamps of the INVIZ® SNK camera
head, please follow further instructions:

1 Wait until the camera housing has cooled 
down. Open the lamp housing by unscrewing 
it from its mounting.

2 Then pull the lamp out of the camera head 
and replace it with the new spare lamp.

3 After that, close the housing by screwing the 
part back to its mounting.

In nuclear environment it can be necessary to re-
place the inside camera  module from time to
time because of radiation damage. In this case
please contact our product service –parts will be
delivered incl. replacement instruction – however
the product warranty will expire through the ope-
ning of the housing, if not authorized explicitly.
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4.1 Maintenance by the manufacturer

Even if your device apparently still functions, the
manufacturer can noticeably improve the functio-
nal safety during maintenance by his trained per-
sonnel, and prevent possibly greater defects in
advance.

:: Safety check according to accident protection 
regulations and VDE.

:: Concluding report.

Use holidays or the standstill time between your
inspections and send in the system for check ups
regularly in order to prevent an unexpected
breakdown. We recommend annual maintenance
intervals and / or after 500 operating hours each
time.

4.2 Transport

The system must be shipped in its purposed
transport packaging including its special form in-
sert. The warranty expires due to non-obser-
vance.

:: Due to the strict demands of courier services 
in terms of packing, we recommend that
you pack all fragile accessories well with air
bubble foil.

:: Video cable and network cable can be packed 
in the accessory bag. The tableau cable can 
be wound around the handle.

4.3 Software update

If you wish to update your INVIZ® MATRIX system,
please contact your viZaar® representant to get
further help.

After receiving the update unpack it to your USB
device and connect it to the USB slot in your base
unit (see page 02, 12. USB 2.0 interface).

4.4 Customer service

Should there be problems or disturbances in
the device, kindly contact your local dealer or
factory customer service:

viZaar industrial imaging AG
VT repair service
Hechinger Straße 152
72461 Albstadt
Germany

Fon:  +49 (0) 7432 98375-0
Fax:  +49 (0) 7432 98375-50

Do not send the device without return material
authorisation establishing contact previously via
fax / telephone.
viZaar® also offers an on-site repair service of
contaminated INVIZ® devices in nuclear installa-
tions.
Kindly establish telephonic contact with us in
case of need!
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IMPORTANT!
viZaar® is not liable for accidents or damage
to devices, which are caused by repair at-
tempts by unauthorized persons.
viZaar® does not repair systems in its own
workshop systems, which are contaminated
with dangerous substances.

IMPRORTANT! After connecting the device,
your system will take at most 30 sec. to de-
tect the update on the USB device. Next a
window will appear. Click YES to start the
update. By clicking NO the process will be
canceled. To restart the update remove and
connect the USB device again.
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5.1 Warranty

viZaar® warranties, that all video endoscope sy-
stem components are free of faults to the speci-
fications as specified in the lates current
datasheet in respect of material and fabrication.
The obligation from this warranty is restricted to
the repair and the exchange of all parts, wherein
an error occurred during proper use. Other ma-
nufacturers products are not covered and are co-
vered by the warranty offered by those
manufactures.The warranty starts with the date
of delivery the manufacturer.

The warranty period is restricted to one year. The
warranty is valid for the buyer, and / or end con-
sumer, and cannot be transferred to third par-
ties. The warranty expires for products, which are
damaged through accident, transport, alteration,
improper storage or non-purposive application,
or are opened and/or repaired by unauthorized
persons.

5.1.1 Excluded from the

warranty regulation

:: Wear and tear parts like lamps, steering
cables, braid work and light fibres.

:: Assembly groups exposed to risks like heat   
damage to the probe head etc.

:: Merchandise like video recorder, monitor, 
etc., which have a separate manufacturer 
warranty.

5.1.2 Special fabrications are subject to a

special warranty agreement

viZaar® does not undertake any warranty for da-
mages to the device, which have occurred
through the insertion in plants with electrical po-
tential error.

During application in the hot zone of nuclear
plants the warranty claim expires in principle for
the function of the camera head. This is valid, in
particular, for the CCD imager, the optic sensor,
sealing plastics and the light fibres. For all further
warranty claims of contaminated devices, viZaar®

offers an on-site service against travel payment.

5.2 General device specifications

5.2.1 Device dimensions

All individual device dimensions are listed in the
data sheets of the different systems. Changes to
the specifications that are introduced to advance
the usability or life time might be introduced wit-
hout specific notice. Although handled with great
care, mistake or errors can occur. Always recon-
firm specifications of importance with the manu-
facturer.

5.2.2 Operating conditions

All individual operating conditions are listed in the
individual data sheets of the different systems.

5.2.3 General system data

:: 96VAC - 246VAC / 60W continuous / 2A
starting current

:: 45Hz - 60Hz

5.3 Disposal of the device after

end of life-expectancy 

All the devices of viZaar® described in this in-
structions manual shall be taken back for dispo-
sal by viZaar® without any time-limit and free of
cost if desired by the legitimate possessor.
viZaar® shall not pay for the costs of delivery.
Prerequisite is a largely clean condition without
adhering product residues or other toxic conta-
minations. The device must never be left next to
household or bulky waste, but must be disinte-
grated in component types and must be introdu-
ced in the commercial recycling system. The
device contains electro-chemical (storage) sup-
port batteries and minor parts of heavy metals,
which must be properly disposed of and recycled in
accordance with the valid guidelines within the EC.

5.4 Confirmation of CE conformity

This device possesses CE- identification and
fulfills the conformity with standardisation EN
50081-2, EN 50082-2, EN 55022. The fulfillment
of this standard presupposes the application in
industrial area.

The device is designed for an application under
the following elctro-magnetic conditions:

“Commercial and, to a limited extent, industrial
segment (E2)”.

Manufacturer:
viZaar industrial imaging AG
Hechinger Straße 152
D-72461 Albstadt
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viZaar® reserves the right to errors and
changes attributable to technical progress.
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6.1 Tips for your operations with the        

INVIZ® MATRIX

6.1.1 After the initial start-up

After the initial startup of the INVIZ® system, the
following points may be noticed by you:

:: The image is out of focus. The focal range 
was perhaps not set for current setting and 
the observation of the environment. Use the
Remote Focus slide knob on your control 
panel to get your system into focus.

:: The image appears slightly violet; the correct 
image shooting under the influence of
daylight is not foreseen; the infra-red portion, 
which is invisible to the human eye, is often 
no longer filtered in endoscopic cameras for 
reasons of light sensitivity, since an IR filter 
is already integrated in the cold light sources. 
This is no cause for worry.

7.1.2 General tips

In the following, we have collected a few general
tips, which can help you to economically and fast
achieve good inspection results. The points do not
concern your work safety,but exclusively serve
the purpose of communicating general technical
knowledge.

Before introducing the probe into a cavity or a
pipeline, it must always be ensured:

:: That the application is free of acids, alkali, 
oils and solvents. All non ph-neutral liquid 
media may destroy different parts of the probe.

:: That the application is not impurified with
liquids, the viscosity of which lies below that 
of water (e.g. glysantine). In such case, a
suitable special camera head with sealed fix 
focus optic is needed.

:: That no elements in the application can be
activated, e.g. remote control valves, turbine 
rotors, agitators etc.

:: For achieving meaningful inspection results, 
the application ought to be cleaned in
advance, as long as depositions need not be 
documented. In case of unclean plants, the 
optic or the light out of the camera is dirtied 
fast.

:: The farther you insert a probe, the greater is 
the danger that it might get stuck. In
principle, an endoscopic probe can be more 
easily inserted than extracted, as far as 
straight, narrow and steeples pipelines are 
not being inspected. In perimeters (e.g.
heating pipes at apparatus and reactors) this 
can lead to self-obstruction – similar to a 
lasso. Do not lose your nerves in such a
case- there are often different methods of 
disengaging the probe without opening the 
plant or destroying the probe. The risk of
getting stuck on steps is increased with the 
employment of centring tools. In principle, 
never use force while releasing! The
manufacturer offers a foreign parts retrieving 
service. In order to limit the long-time action 
of unknown substances, the probe ought to 
be cleaned after use.

:: Mount your equipment basically in such a 
manner, that it stands absolutely securely. 
Fundamentally, the probe does  not possess 
the constructive characteristics of stopping a 
free fall of the control device without
breaking. Through an insecure mounting,
you are principally seriously endangering 
persons, perhaps working on levels beneath 
you. At the same time, strong jolts are
resented by a rotating arc lamp, besides 
shortening its lifetime, possibly accompanied 
by total failure.

Further questions in respect of the selection of
the device technology or settings, all viZaar®

co-workers and dealers are gladly available to
you for help.
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6.2 Problems and system warnings

The system doesn’t start up.

A) Check the main power connection cable is 
well connected at both ends and power is 
available.

B) Optional battery power (Check that the
battery pack is fully charged (see battery 
power indicator on your control unit see
description page 29).

C) Check that the battery is well connected.
D) Check the systems function using

main power.
E) Check that the main power switch (2) is

turned ON (see page 02).

The system starts up but the touch screen

doesn’t respond.

A) Due to Windows® typical timing issues the 
handshake between base unit and control 
unit might not be established. Disconnect 
and reconnect (hot plug) the connection to 
restart and establish the handshake.
(See picture 4,system setup page 06).

B) Is the cable connection between base unit 
and control unit established and both
connectors solid connected?

The image is flipped, rotated or mirrored

Touch            to reset all image operations.
(See page 13).

Smearing turn of image manipulation

Set back all image configuration see page 13. 

The system doesn’t respond anymore 

If your system doesn’t respond turn the main
switch off and start it again by turning the main
switch on.

The system shows an error message

after booting

If your system shows an error message after
booting please follow the instructions on your
touch screen.

The software version on the right bottom

of the screen is changing its color / blin-

king 

If your software version on the right bottom of the
screen is changing its color into orange, the sy-
stem is restoring system files. With the next start
of your system, the color will change back to
white.

If your software version on the right bottom of the
screen is blinking red by the next start, there is a
hardware failure. We recommend to contact your
local sales representative.

The background is flashing red and an

error message is occuring / the back-

ground is flashing red 

If the saving of images failed, the background be-
gins to flash red and an error message occures.
Please repeat the saving procedure.

If the saving of images during the filming of a video
failed, the background begins to flash red. Please
repeat the procedure.
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WARNING! Don’t turn off the system while
performing the restart!
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To provide you with the most innovative and reli-
able products and services in constant high qua-
lity we work on continues improvements in all
aspects of our business. 
This is an ongoing process involving all staff and
processes guided and certified by experts.

Furthermore, our personal commitment to qua-
lity is attached to your INVIZ® MATRIX to ensure
best quality and high value check-ups.

Quality is in the focus
of our activities!

DIN / EN / ISO 9001

SCC** KTA 1401

DIN / EN / ISO 14001

Our personal commitment to quality


